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Greetings Fraters and Sir Knights
“Alleluia! Christ is risen! The Lord is risen indeed! Alleluia!” Such is the traditional Christian greeting on Easter morning and the Eastertide season
until Pentecost. For those who follow the Revised
Common Lectionary in their scriptural readings for
the Sundays, the readings for the second Sunday of
Easter were Acts 4:32-35, Psalm 133, 1 John 1:1-2:2
and John 20:19-31. Walter Brueggemann in his commentary on the readings for the day notes that the
Resurrection of Jesus is a “community-evoking, community-forming and community-authorizing event.”
The readings attest to these characteristics leading
to the formation of the new ‘way’, which would become the Church. The readings also highlight one of
the Foundations for Freemasonry; Family.
In the previous two editions of the Dispatches, the articles have dealt with Faith and Fidelity.
Where Faith is an attribute concerning the Divine and
Fidelity is concerning personal characteristics, Family is the Foundation that that defines the relationship
of self to others. The reading from Acts 4 states that
the members of the early community of believers
were of one mind and one soul. In other words, they
had a solidarity or a unity of mission. In fact the
Psalm for this second Sunday, Psalm 133, is used in
many of our Masonic bodies to promote and encourage the aspect of brotherly love and living together in
Harmony.
“Oh, how good and pleasant it is when brethren live together in unity! It is like fine oil upon the
head that runs down upon the beard, upon the beard
of Aaron and runs down upon the collar of his robe. It
is like the dew of Hermon that falls upon the hills of
Zion. For there the Lord has ordained the blessing:
life for evermore.”
Family is that Foundation which captures the
living together in unity and harmony that is Brotherly
Love. For many years in Canada, family was thought

of as simply the blood relationships and inheritance
was accepted along those lines. However, with the
advent of other living dynamics the government was
forced to look at those changes and struggle with the
definition of ‘family’ in the context of survivor benefits
and so forth. Socially we have come to recognize
that family can no longer be seen in the nuclear or
extended definitions. In Biology, family is a group of
plants or organisms that bear similar characteristics
and fall under the classification of “Order” and above
the “Genus” or “Species” designations. In human
terms “family” has for millennia within the religious
spheres been used to identify those members of a
group who live and interact together with a common
goal or set of ideals. We only have to think of the monastic orders of the very early church years or back
further to the Essenes of the Jewish pre Christian
aesthetic movements.
These communities of like-minded people
called each other with the term of endearment,
“Brother” or in the case of convents, “Sister”; a term
implying a strong relationship one with the other.
These relationships were based on an equally strong
relationship both with self and with God. Thus
through Faith and Fidelity each individual could form
a relationship with another.
It is said that before you can love someone else you
must be able to love self. This saying is unequivocally true. It is only when you accept yourself for who
you are and can see beyond yourself that you can
begin to empathize with another. It is the ability to
empathize that allows humans to socialize and to
bond with one another to form friendships and alliances. However, family requires more than alliances
or bonds of friendship. Family requires a permanent
attachment of self to the other that would require the
treating of the other as one would treat oneself.
The two great Commandments capture this
understanding of the family relationship and the underpinning, which permits it to be:
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1. To love God with all your heart and mind
and soul and strength and
2. To love neighbour as self.
To love neighbour in the sense that the Great Captain of our Salvation used it is to understand the true
concept of Family. True family members support one
another in all things and not just for the sake of support or doing something for the other. True support
often means sacrifice, hardship, and brutal honesty.
We often think of support as the helping out or the
giving of charity. Unfortunately, this is a watereddown concept. When we say support, it can often be
the brutal expose to the other of faults, flaws and inconsistences. This aspect is most often seen in our
society as antagonism or confrontational. Yet it need
not be so! Pointing out each other’s faults can be
done in a manner that is both positive and nonjudgemental. Paul in his letters to the various congregations writes with an expression of thanks and
prayer for that congregation giving multiple reasons
for their good qualities. Only after he has outlined
their good qualities does he address the problem
that they are giving to members or others. Once
pointing out the flaw, he gives directions as to how
they might work to better the situation always keeping in mind the sense of the relationship they have
with one another in the covenant that have with the
one Creator. Paul was able to do this well knowing
his own faults and history but relying on the faith that
he had been accorded through Jesus.
Such supportive ways and approaches are
the paradigms we need to employ in our own interactions and within the various branches of our Masonic
Family. As Chivalric Masons, we owe it to the family
to support the Capitular and Speculative branches so
as to make them stronger in both membership and
ritual work. We need to support the Lodges in their
attempt to grow and become stronger. We need to

support the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite as
they work as well as all the affiliated branches of the
whole family. We are only as strong as the weakest
link!
As an avowed Christian Masonic body, we
draw on the New Testament for our spiritual rectitude. The teachings of our Great Captain are fundamental to a better and deeper meaning of what it is
to be human and to be in a right relationship with
God and our fellow human beings. In this acknowledgement, we need to realize another avenue of
commitment. That is to Church! As Knights Templar,
we owe an allegiance both to our Masonic family and
to our Christian family. That means support to our
congregations by attending divine services on a regular basis, becoming involved with church life, cultivating our own personal prayer life and devoting a
portion of each day to the helping of others.
This might seem to be burdensome at first
glance but think of our early Sir Knights! They took
vows of poverty, chastity and obedience. They were
relentless in self-improvement for the improvement
of others and becoming men of honour. Can we do
less?
Family is a Foundation that underpins the
Masonic Order in general and the Knights Templar in
particular. Each of us prays in our assemblies an
obedience to God, to our Grand Master, to our
Queen and to the craft. This should be for us more
than a rote piece of closing. It needs to be taken to
heart and then worked upon. The work itself will form
part of the Foundation of Fellowship, which will be
the topic for the next issue of Dispatches.
Let us so learn to appreciate one another that we
become family not just in name alone but in the very
fabric of the term.
Yours in the Bonds of the Order
, GCT,
Supreme Grand Master

EASTER SUNDAY MORNING
April 1st 2018 our Supreme Grand
Master, David P. Hardie, GCT and Deputy
Grand Master, William F. Mann, KCT attended the Easter Sunrise Celebration hosted by
Deputy Grand Master, Sir Knight Jeffery Nelson, GCT, of the Grand Encampment
Knights Templar of the USA at the George
Washington Masonic Memorial in Arlington,
Virginia. They were joined by Past Grand
Master, Sir Knight David Goodwin, GCT, Imperial Potentate Gary Bergenske and our
Grand Chancellor, David G. Walker, KCT.
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ASCENSION
Brother Knights in Christ
In the Malta Orders the candidate is introduced to the five banners bearing the letters B L D
R A representing the Birth, Life, Death, Resurrection
and Ascension of our Lord and Saviour. They form
the basis of our Christian faith. The first letter – Birth
– is celebrated widely in our culture as a time of joy.
The focus on family meals and gift giving at Christmas has been heavily commercialized as the celebration became a secular holiday, rather than a
Christian holy day. Jesus’ Life is for Christians is
recorded in the Gospels and is the guide to our faith
and actions as Followers of the Way, as the early
Christians were called. Most people today are not
familiar with the Gospels. Most of us no longer study
the Scriptures as a source of guidance and inspiration for our lives, even among those who attend
church services. As Christians we mark the Death
of Jesus on the cross with special services on Good
Friday which are poorly attended in modern times.
In the secular culture no little, if any, attention is paid
to the day. The fourth letter – Resurrection – celebrated as Easter has also become a holiday with a
material focus on food (especially chocolate). The
religious meaning has been lost for many people in
our society. The day is often more a herald of Spring
than a recognition of God’s redemption. Ascension,
as one of the Principal Feasts of the Church celebrated forty days after Easter (this year on May 10),
seems to have little significance for most Christians,
and none for non- practicing ones.
The writer of the Gospel of Luke records the
events of the Ascension in Chapter 24: 44 – 51. On
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the day of resurrection, after walking with two of his
followers on the road to Emmaus’, opening their understanding of the scriptures and being recognized
by them only when he took, blessed, broke and gave
the bread to them at supper, he left them. They returned to Jerusalem and told the disciples what had
happened. Jesus then appeared among the disciples, showing them his hands and feet, eating with
them and opening their minds to the scriptures about
himself. After instructing them to stay in Jerusalem
to await the coming of the Holy Spirit, he led them
out to Bethany. While he was blessing them there,
he ”was carried up into heaven.”
In the Book of Acts (1: 1 – 11), written by the
same author, the same event is told from a different
perspective as it now occurs forty days after the resurrection. The disciples are again told that they will
receive power form the Holy Spirit and be his witnesses to the ends of the earth. “When he had said
this, as they were watching, he was lifted up and
taken from their sight.
Why does there seem to be less emphasis
on celebrating this major Christian event? Perhaps
it’s because our understanding of the universe has
evolved over the centuries. At the time the Gospels
were written, people generally believed in a threetiered cosmos – earth in the centre, watery chaos
beneath and heaven above with the sky (firmament)
separating it from the earth. The concept of heaven
as a place above the earth no longer holds any
meaning for most people today so the idea of ascending to heaven as Jesus is said to do makes no
little literal sense. We have become rooted in the
belief that something needs to be scientifically accurate for us to accept it as true. For the ancient peoples the stories did not need to be factual in order to
convey the truth of returning to God.
A second implication of the Ascension is connected to the literary way it is presented by the writer. The Gospel is the story of Jesus’s life and teachings, ending with his departure and admonitions to
his followers. The Book of Acts narrates the beginnings of the Church as the Body of Christ, acting
through the Apostles, Paul and other Christian leaders. The Feast of the Ascension reminds Christians
that in the physical absence of Jesus, they are now
the hands and feet of Christ carrying his message to
the world. As Christian knights, we are called to act
as Jesus did and assist in bringing all things to reconciliation in him. May the blessings of the Holy and
Undivided Trinity give you the strength and courage
to accomplish his will.
In the Bonds of our Order
R.Em.Kt.

Alan Akehurst, Grand Chaplain
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THE PIKE LETTERS

S
ir Knights, through our Winter 2018 Dispatches,
I raised the issue of how to generate heightened interest in our Order both within and outside of Freemasonry, as it relates to the Sovereign Great Priory’s –
Knights Templar of Canada’s storied history.
As such, thanks to the quick actions of our current Grand Chancellor, a unique series of correspondence between Albert Pike and W’J.B. MacLeod Moore
was rescued from the basement of our old Chancery
offices in Etobicoke. From these letters, I have just
completed writing a timely and topical novel around a
piece of history relatively unknown in todays’ context.
Hopefully, the novel will be published by the end of this
year and, with that, Sovereign Great Priory’s exalted
position within global Christian Masonry will be sealed.
As the Pike letters are real and have been historically verified, their context is remarkable and priceless in themselves. When interwoven with the Prologue
that you are about to read, whispers of a secret of
world proportions takes on more meaning than mere
speculation.
From the early 1840’s onwards, Confederate
General Pike developed a phenomenal and distinguished formal Masonic career, which would lead to a
remarkable series of synchronistic events in the history
of North America, most of which are unknown to the
general public to this day.
Pike’s encounter with Fraternal Lodges began
with membership within the Odd Fellows Lodge in the
early 1840’s. From there he quickly transitioned into the
Masonic Lodge and rapidly rose through is state and
national ranks, including receiving full Knights Templar
honors in 1853 at Hugh de Payens Commandery No. 1,

in Little Rock, Arkansas. And, it was through this rapid advancement that Albert Pike realized that the national hierarchy of the Southern Jurisdiction Scottish Rite Supreme
Council has leadership ranks based on the sovereignty of
its top officers nationwide. In other terms, once Albert Pike
achieved the position of Sovereign Grand Commander on
January 3, 1859, his proclamation gave him absolute control over the Southern Jurisdiction Scottish Rite Masonry,
for the remainder of his life.
During Pike’s Masonic career it must be noted that
he was a prolific correspondent with many fellow highranking Masons around the world, including a lasting correspondence with Col. William James Bury (W.J.B.) MacLeod
Moore of Canada. Moore, of course, is credited with introducing Scottish Rite Masonry, Templarism, the Conclave
and Rosicrucianism to Canada and North America, becoming the first Supreme Grand Master of the Sovereign Great
Priory of Canada. It was also Moore who provided Pike with
the ancient rituals for both the Scottish Rite and Knights
Templar Orders that he had gained through his overseas
travels, allowing Pike to extend his influence over what has
been termed Southern Jurisdiction Scottish Rite Masonry
throughout the USA.
Among many things, Pike is probably best known
for having re-developed the Scottish Rite Southern Jurisdiction’s 32 degrees rituals, which are still in use within the
Southern Jurisdiction of the USA, and for having written the
penultimate book on Scottish Rite Masonry, titled Morals
and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry in 1871.
Sadly, on April 2, 1891, Albert Pike died inside the
“Old House,” which was the then Temple headquarters of
the Scottish Rite, Southern Jurisdiction of the USA in
Washington D.C. Rather surprisingly, given his role relating
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to the Civil War, his remains were removed from its original plot and reburied by a special Act of Congress in a
stone crypt located within the walls of the “New House”,
which is the current Temple Building in Washington, D.C.
Interestingly, a larger-than-life statue of Pike
dominates the Judiciary Square neighborhood of Washington, D.C. What with the current turmoil surrounding
the issue of removing Confederate General statues from
their various prominent locations across the US, it is significant that no one has even raised the specter of removing Pike’s statue from Judiciary Square.
To come full circle, the correspondence between
Pike and MacLeod Moore lasted each of their lifetimes,

culminating in Albert Pike receiving the honorary appointment of Provincial Grand Prior of the Sovereign Great Priory – Knights Templar of Canada, in 1878. What is contained within these letters is nothing less than remarkable
and their contents have never been presented publicly, before now.
Enjoy, Sir Knights! By celebrating our history, we
will ensure our future.
Yours in the Bonds of our Order
Rt. Em. Kt William F. Mann, KCT
Deputy Grand Master

PROLOGUE
OTTAWA, UPPER CANADA
June 21, 1865
It was an exceptionally humid evening along the high southern banks of the Ottawa River, which was still
swollen from the late winter run-off from the far north. Some thirty-five years earlier, the British had strategically
carved their fort and settlement out of the nearby lowest valley and the highest hill, where once stood an earlier
stone tower constructed by a group of medieval Knights Templar.
Like the Ancient, Free & Accepted Masons before them, it was said that the earliest lodges were located on
the highest hills and in the deepest valleys. This tower had been located to take advantage of the best sightlines both
up and downriver, for the Templars protected the most valuable treasure ever – the Holy Grail – as it made its way
westward.
Ottawa was located well away from easy access by American raiders across Lake Ontario for a reason. It
was during the War of 1812 that the Americans had first invaded Toronto and in retaliation the British invaded Washington, D.C. Finding the American capital abandoned, the senior Masonic officers sat down to a sumptuous meal in
their fellow Mason’s, George Washington’s, house, afterwards burning what would ultimately become the White
House. The British were adamant that the future capital of Canada would be safe from similar attack and subsequent
whitewashing.
The original settlement was called Bytown, named after Colonel John By, the British officer and engineer
who oversaw the construction of the inland Rideau Canal system joining Lake Ontario to the Ottawa River between
1827 and 1832. An ingenious series of water locks, constructed out of huge limestone blocks carved from the local
quarries by Scottish, French Canadian and Irish masons, compensated for the rise and fall in elevation along the
entire 125-mile system that joined natural inland waterways with immense, hand-dug canals.
Colonel By was your typical British army officer: the second son of an aristocratic English family; handsome
and strong; educated and ambitious; a York Rite Freemason and Knights Templar; descended from an hereditary
Norman family that had fallen on hard times; and thus, determined to make his own fortune in a strange, new land of
opportunity and fate. It didn’t bother him that 17 workers died, mainly of malaria, and 22 sappers or engineers died
from construction accidents, during the building of the Rideau Canal. He was driven to a higher degree by other,
more subliminal knowledge.
John By knew that he was following in the footsteps of the Knights Templar who had originally arrived on the
east coast of North America in the 12th century and over the past several centuries had intermarried with the various
Algonquin tribes who made up the larger Algonquin Nation. It was their way of infusing their bloodline with new and
untainted DNA, all the while securing safe passage among the newly formed branches of their extended family trees.
As they made their way westerly along the various ancient trade routes, they leapfrogged from one sanctuary to another, constantly looking over their shoulders for the Vatican-appointed Jesuits, whose task was to obliterate the remaining Grail Family members.
On a totally different scale, the tree frogs and mosquitoes hummed in chorus from the dense underbrush,
which was located below the back verandah of the elegant Victorian mansion. The mansion itself had been constructed some ten years earlier by Thomas McKay, one of the founders of Ottawa, who emigrated from Perth, Scotland. McKay was a skilled stonemason himself who was instrumental in finishing the final set of locks joining the Ottawa River and the Rideau Canal. He went on to be one of the first, and richest, industrialists in all of Canada.
Actually, the home was built in 1855 as a gift from McKay to his new son-in-law, John McKinnon, who was to
die rather suddenly in 1866. Afterwards the house would exchange hands several times until it was purchased in
1883 by the first Prime Minister of Canada, Sir John A. MacDonald, a Knight Templar himself.
And, as fate would have it this evening, splayed languidly on a wicker settee like an Imperial Rajah, was the
already infamous Confederate general, Albert Pike. General Pike, rather coincidently, was a Knight Templar under
the banner of the Grand Encampment of the USA. As the homeowner’s most-welcomed guest, Pike occasionally
repositioned his excessive bulk of over 300 pounds in order to better face the northwest setting sun of the summer
solstice. His face was flushed with the heat and humidity, as well as an inner excitement, as he simultaneously chart5

ed the sun’s radiant position in his mind, all the while rereading the letter that he had just finished penning to the thenpresiding President of the United States:
Dear Brother and Sir Knight Andrew Johnson, 33º, KT

June 21, 1865

First and foremost, let me officially congratulate you on your receiving the 32nd and honorary 33rd degree. If you
are to allow the highest degree freely into your heart, its illumination will guide you through these very difficult times indeed.
I trust that you are most pleased with the honor bestowed upon you by my fellow officers, as deserving Freemen
have received the same honor for thousands of years. Our Scottish Rite of the Southern Jurisdiction rituals link us to our
ancient origins. You now follow in the footsteps of Egyptian Pharaohs, Biblical Prophets, Merovingian and Frankish
Kings, and even those adepts who came before the Great Flood.
Without doubt you have heard sordid rumors of my involvement as a General of the Confederate States Army
and in the assassination of your immediate predecessor, Abraham Lincoln. May God rest his soul!
I want to assure you, though, that I had no hand in such a wicked occasion. As Sovereign Grand Commander of
the Supreme Council of the Scottish Rite’s Southern Jurisdiction of the USA, I believe that I have been tasked by the
Supreme Being to bring together the various estranged factions and to mend their differences following such a bloody
and devastating civil war.
As such, my esteemed colleagues have presented to you a petition on my behalf demonstrating my civic virtue,
good deeds, and positive actions. If forgiven, I offer my services in any manner deemed acceptable, no matter how small
or large the task.
I eagerly await your response, as I long to return to my homeland and family.
Sincerely yours, truly,

Albert Pike, 33o, KT

Without a sound, the mansion’s young owner stepped out onto the verandah and also took in the magnificent
sunset. Helping himself to a glass of the sparkling-cold lemonade that offered itself from an elegant side-table, he found
himself a wicker chair to sit down in and then raised the glass in acknowledgement of his guest. Pike slowly up righted
himself as best as he could before turning to face his host. Stroking his somewhat bedraggled, snow-white beard, Pike
first sighed blissfully and then said to John McKinnon, “Blessings be, my good, younger Brother and fellow Sir Knight. On
an evening such as this, it is not difficult to believe in a Supreme Being, a Great Creator, God Himself, painting such an
other-worldly canvas.”
McKinnon responded in kind, “Blessing and salutations be with you, my exalted Frater. I bring you sincere and
fraternal greetings from my father-in-law, Brother and Sir Knight, the Honorable Thomas McKay, who I just left. I see that
you have been admiring one of our grand sunsets. The direction of the sun leading to the northwest, especially on today’s solstice, reminds me that somewhere in the world, the sun is always at its meridian; and, as such, there exists a
lodge in every corner of the world. Isn’t that a wonderful thing?”
Pike nodded in concurrence, focusing on the key Masonic words that McKinnon had focused on as if using a
code. At the same time, Pike lazily flicked away at non-existent dust-balls seemingly within his wild beard, “Yes, I agree.
Freemasonry, as you know, is the central heartbeat to my very existence. Ever since I was first initiated into the fraternity, back in the early 1840’s, I have read everything that I could lay my hands on, trying to piece together the very origins
and ultimate meaning behind our many rituals and beliefs. This inner debate against my own misgivings has resulted in
my realization of many spiritual and multi-dimensional matters. But this is not why I am here!”
Upon hearing these words, John McKinnon sat upright. Here was the real reason that General Pike sought refuge in British Canada, he thought to himself. His father-in-law had indicated that he hoped Pike would take the young
Knights Templar and Scottish Rite Mason into his confidence. Thomas McKay knew that Albert Pike had acted at times
as a spy for Britain against the Northern Union during the Civil War and had actually corresponded directly with Queen
Victoria on several occasions. The British had been seeking any advantage to bring the Colonies back into the mix and
thought that the division between the North and the South could be worked to that advantage.
Following his pronouncement, Pike cleared his throat and continued, “Now what I’ve been able to piece together
is the result of several decades of research, along with certain secrets being passed down through many conduits and
Orders. The information that you and your father-in-law have shown me over the past few weeks definitely confirms
what’s been whispered about in the dark corners of the lodges for centuries.”
McKinnon drew his chair even closer to the Sovereign Grand Commander. as he thought. When my father-inlaw first told me the story of how the original nine Knights of the Temple – the Knights Templar – discovered the sacred
treasure under the ruins of the Temple of Solomon before the First Crusade and absconded with it, first to France, and
then distributed it secretly to Denmark, Scotland, England, Portugal, and, of all places, pre-Columbian North America, I
was skeptical. But now, here, sitting with this North American giant of Scottish Rite Freemasonry, I’m coming to realize
that there truly are secrets within secrets.
Pike pointed to the highest point above the cliffs to the west of the mansion, “It’s a shame that Sir Knight John A.
MacDonald could not be available to hear what I’m about to tell you? My understanding is that he is working night and
day from Kingston trying to convince various provincial bodies to join together in what he terms a confederation, which
would essentially lead to the British assenting to the formation of Canada as a separate country.”
Pike took a sip of his own lemonade and then continued, “Frankly, I’m a bit skeptical as to MacDonald’s potential
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for success. Look at what the United States of America just went through. I would hate to see Canada going the same
way. There is an inherent danger of any type of nationalism being more powerful than the rights of either individual provinces or states. Most of the Founding Fathers of America, most of them Masons of course, had slaves and they didn’t
give a thought about imposing that right on everyone. The right to own slaves was an inherent right defined in the individual state manifestos. The industry of the south depended on slavery. It will take years for the Confederate States of
America to gain back a sound economic foothold and, in the meantime, the North will rape and pillage the South. All
southern white families will be at the mercy of those carpetbaggers. There is definitely a need to bring together those
southern survivors into a policing force of their own. Nobody else will protect them. But I digress …”
Although a mist started to cloud his own eyes, Pike could still see that his short foray into southern politics was
making McKinnon slightly uncomfortable, “I’m sorry Brother John. I do get carried away at times. It’s the fire in my belly,
that’s all! I apologize.”
John looked as sympathetic as he could, all the while thinking, How could a man of his stature and respect within Freemasonry actually believe in such thing? Are we not taught in Masonry that all men are to be treated equal? Didn’t
the American Declaration of Independence speak to the freedom of all men?
With that, Pike turned the subject around by clearing his throat, “Ahem! The reason that I was pointing at that
hilltop over there is that I understand that John A. has already proposed that area for your future parliament buildings.
That’s a fine site. And from the hidden foundation remains of the earlier Templar tower that existed on the site that you
and your father-in-law showed me the other day, I can’t think of a more appropriate site to continue what our medieval
Sir Knights first started.”
“You, of course, know the basis of the story as to how the Templar Treasure, along with the surviving descendants of the Holy Grail Family, made its way to North America; and, with the help of the Native North Americans made
their way westward, establishing several sanctuaries or refuges along the way, including right here across the river at St.
Francis du Templeton. Now what I have discovered, through my intimate dealings and sharing of rituals with the American indigenous people is that the various descendants of the Grail Family were conveyed along several different routes
to the foothills of the Rockies. This was where they eventually were reunited and absorbed entirely into a few, select native tribes, who became the ultimate guardians of both the Templar Treasure and the remaining Grail descendants.”
Even though it had already been a long and trying day, John was quick to keep his wits about him. He knew that
whatever still existed threatened the Roman Catholic Church to their very foundations and Jesuit agents for the Vatican
had even infiltrated the earliest French settlements from the time of Champlain’s first arrival in 1604. This certainly explains why the Jesuits moved inland quickly within the 17th century, establishing missionary posts across the Great
Lakes such as Ste. Marie among the Huron in 1639. The Jesuit, Nicholas Recollect, even made his way as far inland as
St. Anthony, Minnesota and travelled down the Mississippi River!
Pike could see that this intelligent, young man who sat across from him was piecing together the puzzle rather
quickly, “John, I know what you want to ask and are hesitant to do so: Do I know exactly where the treasure ultimately
lies and how to retrieve it? The answer is yes, I do; but for reasons that may be beyond yours or your father-in-law’s
comprehension, I will not reveal the final resting place of the treasure, including those holy relics and genealogical records that were recovered from the Talpiot Tomb in Jerusalem. It would surely lead to the death of both you and your father-in-law and many others, I’m afraid.”
General Pike had no idea that John McKinnon would be dead within the year,
The thick, humid air could be cut with a knife, as Pike concluded his impromptu sermon, “Over the coming decades, the west will open up through the railway and the proud, noble savage will be obliterated; not only to take their fertile land and the gold and silver that lies underneath it, but to discover the secret that they’ve shared with me. As for myself, I have sworn a blood oath during the native ceremonies. The secret will go with me to my grave. Of course, I’ll use it
as a bargaining chip as I make my way through the political labyrinth that awaits me back in the states. But I’ll not only
survive, but thrive, and I have Freemasonry to thank for that. Secret societies must always have some secrets. That’s
what makes them so fascinating to the ones on the outside. Yet, you and I know that is not the real worth of Freemasonry.”
With that, Albert Pike excused himself of his host’s hospitality and retired for the evening. Pike would spend half
of the evening writing and the other half reading. Sleep would not come lightly this evening to either of the two 19th century Knights Templar. What had just been discussed would lay on both of their minds and June 24th, St. John the Baptist
Day, was quickly approaching. St. John the Baptist Day was considered to be the holiest day of the year by the Knights
Templar since their initial discovery under the Temple of Solomon ruins in 1126.

You are a volunteer in your Lodge, Chapter, Council or Preceptory until you are elected by the members as an officer. Now you have become the servant of the members and must strive to bring honour
to your office and to yourself.
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